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Lu XUll~5 poems rombine revolutionary political
content with subtle artistry. Employing metaphor,
5ymbolism and satire, Lu Xun's poems make a
strong impact on their readers.
Not many of Lu Xun's poems survive. The
forty-seven in this selection include the majodty
of them.
His later pieces in particular exposed the
fole of imperialism and the Chiang Kai-shek
government, expressed sympathy for the suffer
ings of the masses and praised the revolutionary
cause of the proletariat. They bear the imprint
of the stirring years of the 19205 and 19308 and
reveal the course of his intellectual develop~
meat in those years.
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TWO UNTITLED POEMS

11

("By night and day the mighty stream flows east")
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By night ~d day the mighty ~tream Hows east,
While all the heroes set off on new travels.
The splendour of the past is now a dream:
Over Stone City hangs a crescent moon.
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On Rainflower Terrace the broken pikes are
buried;
In Weep-not Lake the water ripples yet.
The longed-for Beauty. nowhere can be found.
My song recalls the sky above the river.
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Notes to pages "'-49

not certain whether the poem had been composed earl~er;
Lu Xun recorded it in his diary for that day. In August
the three poems were published in a Shattghai left-wing
magazine with an editorial note saying that they had been
written previously. and that they were full of anger and
grief after the Changsha Incident and the deaths of Rou
Shi and the other young revolutionary writers.
The first couplet thus seems to refer to the once beau
tiful river running red with blood. (Another view has
it that this alludes to the establishment of Red bases
near the river.) The second couplet has striking images,
but their meaning is less clear: the goddess of the river
dressed in her finery is reflected a brilliant white in the
river's waters. Does this rp.ean that she: has lost all her
colour and· beauty after the massacre? Or is she a sign
of brilliance and hope? Interpretations dUIer.
In the third couplet the images are of fear and desola
tion. The "high hill" reminds readers of high hill
where the author of the ancient elegy Li Sao did not find
his loved one; it was also the name of. a mountain in the
Chu country through which the Xiang flowed. The
death of fragrant -plants is a theme common in the Li
Sao and similar pieces and has long been regarded as a
political metaphor: Lu Xun also used it to' commemorate
young writers murdered in prison. Line seven may be
adapted from two lines by the Tang poet Qian Qi that
Lu Xun wrote out for a Japanese friend in 1~)35·

They refer to the 'goddess of the Xiang playing the lute.
As it happened he also copied out another short poem by
Qian Qi on 25 February 1931, so that he may have had
~'The Goddess of the Xiang Playing the Lute" in mind
when he wrote his own piece. The last line points to
the CQntrast between. the symbols of peace in the capital
and the reality of repression and war.

TWO UNTITLED POEMS
("By night and day the mighty stream fiows east")

When the tune is ended the player disappears:
Greeo ate some peaks beside the river.

These two quatrains were written out for the Japanese
lawyer Miyazaki Ryiisuke and his wife on 14 June 1931.
The first poemls about Nanjing, also known as Stone Oty,
from which Kuomintang factions led by Hu Ha.om.in,
Wang Jingwei, Sun Ke and others had withdrawn in
opposition to the growing despotism of Chiang Kai
shek. The mighty stream is the Yangtse; the lost splen
dour was that of the Six· Dynasties, of which Nanjing
was the capital from the fourth to the sixth centuries A.D.
The second poem appears to be a lament for the 10S80f
Nanjing's past glories, probably referring to the early
days of the Republic, in the founding of which Miyazaki's
uncle Miyazaki Torazo had played a patt. Rainfiower
Terrace (Yuhuatai) had once been a fort defending the
southern approaches to the city.· and it had seen fighting
in 1911. (Later it became a place of execution: some com
mentators see the broken pikes as dead revolutionaries.)
"Weep-not Lake", supposedly named after the beautiful
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Weep-not Lu, is near the Rainflower Terrace. The
"Beauty" - a familiar figure in OUnese political poetry
who stands for the leader or associate that .the poet seeks
in vain - is said by some to represent Sun Yat~sen, who
hadbeen the Republic's acting pr.esident in its first months
with his capital in Nanjing, and with whom the older
. Miyazaki had been closely associated. It might also
refer to the need for a good political leader iri Chlria at the
iDle the pOetIl was written.

had provided with an introduction to Lu Xun. The first
couplet apparently refers to the victims of war and re
pressions - perhaps more specifically the victims of
anti-Communist campaigns - creating strength through
their own deaths, while the spring-like vigour of revolu
tionary forces matured underground. The second mocks
the antics of the "Heroes" -leading generals - and
their political advisers going through such empty gestures
as weeping at Sun Vat-sen's mausoleum pretending to be
sick, a~ did Wang )ingwei.
~

A RIPOSTE TO A FRIEND
AN IMPROMPTU

This is recorded in the diary as one of five poems
written out for friends on the last day of J932., this one
being done for the writer Yu Dafu. (Later Lu Xun copied
it out again, dating its compositio,p. to 193 I, but this
appears to be another example of his ability to muddle
dates in the memory.) The reference is evidently to his
devotion to his son Haiying, bom in 192.8.

This short piece was written for Shen Songquan and
recorded in Lu Xun's diary for 3I March ~932,. Shen,
who had published books translated by Lu Xun, was then
on his way to study in Japan. The first line may refer
to the low cash value of literature in China, or more
probably to the way it was being trampled underfoot like
dirt. The second line doubtless refers to Japan, either to
memories of his own time there, or else to his friends in
that country. The desolation of the third line was perhaps
that of Chinese culture after years of repression. The
significance of the orchid and chrysanthemum is open
to argument: it may be that Lu Xun, while regretting the
dead orchid in the bare wood, is looking forward to the
flowering of the chrysanthemum in the future. when
China's culture revived.

UNTITLED
(CiStrong grows the grass'')
. This is recorded in Lu Xun's diary for 2.3 January 1932,
as being written out for Professor KOla Tomi1co) of the
Tokyo Women's University, whom Uchiyama Kamo
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